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Abstract

Sarcasm annotation extends beyond linguistic
expertise, and often involves cultural context.
This paper presents our first-of-its-kind study
that deals with impact of cultural differences
on the quality of sarcasm annotation. For
this study, we consider the case of American
text and Indian annotators. For two sarcasm-
labeled datasets of American tweets and dis-
cussion forum posts that have been annotated
by American annotators, we obtain annota-
tions from Indian annotators. Our Indian an-
notators agree with each other more than their
American counterparts, and face difficulties in
case of unfamiliar situations and named en-
tities. However, these difficulties in sarcasm
annotation result in statistically insignificant
degradation in sarcasm classification. We
also show that these disagreements between
annotators can be predicted using textual prop-
erties. Although the current study is limited to
two annotators and one culture pair, our paper
opens up a novel direction in evaluation of the
quality of sarcasm annotation, and the impact
of this quality on sarcasm classification. This
study forms a stepping stone towards system-
atic evaluation of quality of these datasets an-
notated by non-native annotators, and can be
extended to other culture combinations.

1 Introduction
Sarcasm is a linguistic expression where literal senti-
ment of a text is different from the implied sentiment,
with the intention of ridicule (Schwoebel et al., 2000).
Several data-driven approaches have been reported for
computational detection of sarcasm (Tsur et al., 2010;
Davidov et al., 2010; Joshi et al., 2015). As is typical
of supervised approaches, they rely on datasets labeled
with sarcasm. We refer to the process of creating such
sarcasm-labeled datasets as sarcasm annotation.

Linguistic studies concerning cross-cultural depen-
dencies of sarcasm have been reported (Boers, 2003;
Thomas, 1983; Tannen, 1984; Rockwell and Theriot,
2001; Bouton, 1988; Haiman, 1998; Dress et al., 2008).

However, these studies do not look at the notion of
cross-cultural sarcasm annotation of text. This paper
reports the first set of findings from our ongoing line of
research: evaluation of quality of sarcasm annotation
when obtained from annotators of non-native cultures.

We consider the case of annotators of Indian ori-
gin annotating datasets (consisting of discussion fo-
rums/tweets from the US) that were earlier annotated
by American annotators. It may be argued that since
crowd-sourcing is prevalent now, a large pool of an-
notators makes up for cultural differences among few
annotators. However, a fundamental study like ours
that performs a micro-analysis of culture combinations
is likely to be useful for a variety of reasons such as
judging the quality of new datasets, or deciding among
annotators. Balancing the linguistic and computational
perspectives, we present our findings in two ways: (a)
degradation in quality of sarcasm annotation by non-
native annotators, and (b) impact of this quality on sar-
casm classification.

The motivation behind our study is described in Sec-
tion 2, while our annotation experiments are in Sec-
tion 3. We present our analysis in terms of four ques-
tions: (a) Are there peculiar difficulties that non-native
annotators face during sarcasm annotation? (Section
4.1), (b) How do these difficulties impact the quality
of sarcasm annotation? (Section 4.2), (c) How do cul-
tural differences affect sarcasm classification that uses
such annotation? (Section 4.3), and (c) Can these dif-
ficulties be predicted using features of text? (Section
4.4). All labeled datasets are available on request for
future work. For every textual unit, they contain multi-
ple annotations, by native (as given in past works), and
non-native annotators.

2 Why is such an evaluation of quality
important?

To build NLP systems, creation of annotated corpora is
common. When annotators are hired, factors such as
language competence are considered. However, while
tasks like sense annotation or part-of-speech labeling
require linguistic expertise, sarcasm annotation extends
beyond linguistic expertise, and often involves cultural
context. Tannen (1984) describe how a guest thanking
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the host for a meal may be perceived as polite in some
cultures, but sarcastic in some others.

Due to popularity of crowd-sourcing, cultural back-
ground of annotators may not be known at all. Keep-
ing these constraints in mind, a study of non-native
annotation, and its effect on the corresponding NLP
task assumes importance. Our work is the first-of-its-
kind study related to sarcasm annotation. Similar stud-
ies have been reported for related tasks. Hupont et al.
(2014) deal with result of cultural differences on anno-
tation of images with emotions. Das and Bandyopad-
hyay (2011) describe multi-cultural observations dur-
ing creation of an emotion lexicon. For example, they
state that the word ‘blue’ may be correlated to sadness
in some cultures but to evil in others. Similar stud-
ies to understand annotator biases have been performed
for subjectivity annotation (Wiebe et al., 1999) and ma-
chine translation (Cohn and Specia, 2013). Wiebe et
al. (1999) show how some annotators may have indi-
vidual biases towards a certain subjective label, and de-
vise a method to obtain bias-corrected tags. Cohn and
Specia (2013) consider annotator biases for the task of
assigning quality scores to machine translation output.

3 Our Annotation Experiments
In this section, we describe our annotation experiments
in terms of datasets, annotators and experiment details.

3.1 Datasets
We use two sarcasm-labeled datasets that have been re-
ported in past work. The first dataset is Tweet-A. This
dataset, introduced by Riloff et al. (2013), consists of
2278 manually labeled tweets, out of which 506 are
sarcastic. We call these annotations American1. An ex-
ample of a sarcastic tweet in this dataset is ‘Back to the
oral surgeon #yay’. The second dataset is Discussion-
A: This dataset, introduced by Walker et al. (2012),
consists of 5854 discussion forum posts, out of which
742 are sarcastic. This dataset was created using Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk. IP addresses of Turk workers
were limited to USA during the experiment1. We call
these annotations American2. An example post here is:
‘A master baiter like you should present your thesis to
be taken seriously. You haven’t and you aren’t.’.

3.2 Our Annotators
Our annotators are two female professional linguists of
Indian origin with more than 8K hours of experience in
annotating English documents for tasks such as senti-
ment analysis, word sense disambiguation, etc. 2. They
are both 50+ years old and follow only international
news that would expose them to American culture. We
refer to these annotators as Indian1 and Indian2. The

1We acknowledge the possibility that some of these anno-
tators where not physically located within USA, despite IP,
due to VPN or similar infrastructure

2This description highlights that they have strong linguis-
tic expertise.

choice of ‘Indian’ annotators was made bearing in mind
the difference between American and Indian cultures.
Our two-annotator configuration is reasonable due to
explanation provided in Section 1. Also, it is similar
to Riloff et al. (2013) where three annotators create a
sarcasm-labeled dataset.

3.3 Experiments
The annotation experiment is conducted as follows.
Our annotators read a unit of text, and determine
whether it is sarcastic or not. The experiment is con-
ducted in sessions of 50 textual units, and the annota-
tors can pause anywhere through a session. This re-
sults in datasets where each textual unit has three anno-
tations as follows: (A) Tweet-A annotated by Ameri-
can1, Indian1, Indian2, (B) Discussion-A annotated by
American2, Indian1, Indian2. The American annota-
tions are from past work. (A) and (B) differ in domain
(tweets v/s discussion forum posts). These annotated
datasets are available on request.

4 Analysis
We now analyze these datasets from three perspectives:
(a) difficulties during creation and impact on quality,
(b) degradation in annotation quality, (c) impact of
quality degradation on sarcasm classification, and (c)
prediction of disagreement.

4.1 What difficulties do our Indian annotators
face?

Table 1 shows examples where our Indian annotators
face difficulty in annotation. We describe experiences
from the experiments in two parts:

1. Situations in which they were unsure of the
label: These include sources of confusion for
our annotators, but may or may not have led to
incorrect labels.

Data bias: There are more non-sarcastic
texts in the dataset than sarcastic ones. Despite
that, the annotators experienced suspicion about
every sentence that they had to mark as sarcastic
or non-sarcastic. This resulted in confusion as in
the case of example 1 in Table 1.
Unfamiliar words: The annotators consult
a dictionary for jargon like ‘abiogenesis’ or
‘happenstance’. For urban slang, they look up
the urban dictionary website3. Hashtags and
emoticons were key clues that the annotators used
to detect sarcasm. For example, ‘No my roommate
play out of tune Zeppelin songs right outside my
door isnt annoying. Not at all #sigh’. They also
stated that they could understand the meaning
after few occurrences. They had to verify the
annotation that they had assigned in the previous
instances. Thus, it is helpful if annotation tools

3http://www.urbandictionary.com/
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Example Remarks

Situations in which they were unsure of the label
1 I have the worlds best neighbors! The annotators were not sure if this was intended to be sarcastic.

Additional context would have been helpful.
Situations in which their label did not match that by American annotators

2 @twitter handle West Ham with Carlton Cole and
Carroll up front. Going to be some free flowing
football this season then

Annotators were not familiar with these players. Hence, they were
unable to determine the underlying sentiment.

3 And, I’m sure that Terri Schiavo was fully aware
of all that Bush and radical right-wing religionists
did for her and appreciates what they did.

Indian annotators did not know about Terri Schiavo, and had to
look up her story on the internet.

4 Love going to work and being sent home after two
hours

The Indian annotators were unaware of the context of the long
commute and the possibility that ‘being sent home’ meant being
fired from job. Hence, they could not detect the sarcasm.

5 @twitter handle Suns out and I’m working,#yay The annotators were not sure if a sunny day is pleasant - consider-
ing temperatures in India.

6 ‘So how are those gun free zones working out for
you?’

With inadequate knowledge about gun free zones, the annotators
were doubtful about sarcasm in the target sentence.

Table 1: Examples of sentences that the Indian annotators found difficult to annotate; ‘twitter handle’ are twitter
handles suppressed for anonymity

Annotator Pair κ Agreement (%)

Avg. American1 0.81 -
Indian1 & Indian2 0.686 85.82
Indian1 & American1 0.524 80.05
Indian2 & American1 0.508 79.98

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement statistics for Tweet-
A; Avg. American1 is as reported in the original paper

allow correction of a previously annotated text,
since annotators may understand such words
during the course of annotation.

2. Situations in which their labels did not match
their American counterparts:

Unknown context about named entities
Consider examples 2 and 3 in Table 1. In case
of named entities in domains such as sports or
politics, annotators were unfamiliar with popular
figures and their associated sentiment. Unknown
context about situations: Example 4 is a case of
Indian annotators marking a text as non-sarcastic,
while their American counterparts marked it
as sarcastic. Unclear understanding of socio-
political situations: The tweet in example 5 was
labeled as non-sarcastic by Indian annotators.
Similarly, example 6 appears to be a non-sarcastic
question. However, based on their perception
about gun shooting incidents in USA, they were
unsure if this statement was indeed non-sarcastic.

4.2 How do cross-cultural difficulties affect
quality of annotation?

We now compare quality of non-native annotation us-
ing inter-annotator agreement metrics. Table 2 shows
statistics for Tweet-A dataset. Kappa coefficient as re-

ported in the original paper is 0.81. The corresponding
value between Indian1 and Indian2 is 0.686. The values
for discussion forum dataset Discussion-A are shown
in Table 4. For Discussion-A, Kappa coefficient be-
tween the two Indian annotators is 0.700, while that be-
tween Indian1/2 and American annotators is 0.569 and
0.288 respectively. Average values for American anno-
tators are not available in the original paper, and hence
not mentioned. This shows that inter-annotator agree-
ment between our annotators is higher than their indi-
vidual agreement with the American annotators. Kappa
values are lower in case of tweets than discussion fo-
rum posts. Agreement (%) indicates the percent-

Annotator Pair κ Agreement (%)

Indian1 & Indian2 0.700 92.58
Indian1 & American2 0.569 89.81
Indian2 & American2 0.288 83.33

Table 4: Inter-annotator agreement statistics for
Discussion-A

age overlap between a pair of labels. This agreement
is high between Indian annotators in case of Tweet-A
(85.82%), and Discussion-A (92.58%), and compara-
ble with American annotators.

Table 5 shows the percentage agreement separately
for the two classes, with American labels as refer-
ence labels. In case of Tweet-A, our annotators agree
more with American annotators on sarcastic than non-
sarcastic tweets. This means that in case of short text
such as tweets, it is the non-sarcastic tweets that cause
disagreement. This highlights the fuzziness of sarcas-
tic expressions. On the contrary, in case of long text
such as discussion forum posts, sarcastic tweets cause
disagreement for our annotators because sarcasm may
be in a short portion of a long discussion forum post.
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Training La-
bel Source

Test Label
Source

Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-Score
(%)

AUC

Tweet-A

American American 80.5 71.5 69.2 70.27 0.816
Indian American 74.14 65.78 68.61 65.28 0.771

Discussion-A

American American 83.9 61.5 59.05 59.97 0.734
Indian American 79.42 58.28 56.77 56.36 0.669

Table 3: Impact of non-native annotation on sarcasm classification; Values for Indian-American are averaged over
Indian annotators

Annotator Pair Sarcastic Non-
sarc

Tweet-A
Indian1 & American1 84.78 77.71
Indian2 & American1 79.24 80.24

Discussion-A
Indian1 & American2 67.24 93
Indian2 & American2 40.91 89.5

Table 5: Class-wise agreement (%) for pairs of annota-
tors, for both datasets

4.3 How do these difficulties affect sarcasm
classification?

We now evaluate if difficulties in sarcasm annotation
have an impact on sarcasm classification. To do so, we
use LibSVM by Chang and Lin (2011) with a linear
kernel to train a sarcasm classifier that predicts a given
text as sarcastic or not. We use unigrams as features,
and report five-fold cross-validation performance. Ta-
ble 3 shows performance values for Discussion-A and
Tweet-A, specifically, Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F-
score and Area Under Curve (AUC). These values are
averaged over both Indian annotators, for the respec-
tive configuration of training labels4. For Tweet-A, us-
ing the dataset annotated by American annotators as
training labels, leads to an AUC of 0.816. The corre-
sponding value when annotation by Indian annotators
is used, is 0.771. Similar trends are observed in case
of other metrics, and also for Discussion-A. However,
degradations for both Tweet-A and Discussion-A are
not statistically significant for the 95% confidence in-
terval. Thus, although our Indian annotators face diffi-
culties during annotation resulting in partial agreement
in labels, it seems that annotations from these annota-
tors did not lead to significant degradation to what the
sarcasm annotation will eventually be used for, i.e., sar-
casm classification. The two-tailed p-values for Tweet-
A and Discussion-A are 0.221 and 0.480 respectively.

4This means that the experiment in case of Indian anno-
tators as training labels consisted of two runs, one for each
annotator.

4.4 Can disagreements be predicted?
We now explore if we can predict, solely using proper-
ties of text, whether our Indian annotators will disagree
with their American counterparts. This goal is helpful
so as to choose between annotators for a given piece
of text. For example, if it can be known beforehand
(as we do in our case) that a text is likely to result in
a disagreement between native and non-native annota-
tors, its annotation can be obtained from native annota-
tor alone. With this goal, we train a SVM-based classi-
fier that predicts (dis)agreement. In the training dataset,
the agreement label is assigned using our datasets with
multiple annotations. We use three sets of features: (a)
POS, (b) Named entities, (c) Unigrams (a & b are ob-
tained from NLTK (Bird, 2006)). Table 6 shows per-
formance for 3-fold cross-validation, averaged over the
two annotators as in the previous case. We obtain an
AUC of 0.56 for Tweet-A, and 0.59 for Discussion-A.
The high accuracy and AUC values show that words
and lexical features (such as named entities and part-
of-speech tags) can effectively predict disagreements.

Dataset Accuracy
(%)

AUC

Tweet-A 67.10 0.56
Discussion-A 75.71 0.59

Table 6: Predicting annotator agreement using textual
features; Values are averaged over Indian annotators

5 Conclusion & Future Work
Concerns about annotation quality may be raised if na-
ture of the task is dependent on cultural background of
annotators. In this paper, we presented a first-of-its-
kind annotation study that evaluates quality of sarcasm
annotation due to cultural differences. We used two
datasets annotated by American annotators: one con-
sisting of tweets, and another consisting of discussion
forum posts. We obtained another set of sarcasm la-
bels from two annotators of Indian origin, similar to
past work where three annotators annotate a dataset
with sarcasm labels. We discussed our findings in three
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steps. The key insights from each of these steps are
as follows: (1) Our Indian annotators agree with each
other more than they agree with their American coun-
terparts. Also, in case of short text (tweets), the agree-
ment is higher in sarcastic text while for long text (dis-
cussion forum posts), it is higher in non-sarcastic text.
Our annotators face difficulties due to unfamiliar situ-
ations, named entities, etc. (2) Our sarcasm classifiers
trained on labels by Indian annotators show a statisti-
cally insignificant (as desired) degradation as compared
to trained on labels by American annotators, for Tweet-
A (AUC: 0.816 v/s 0.771), and for Discussion-A (AUC:
0.734 v/s 0.669). (3) Finally, using textual features, the
disagreement/difficulty in annotation can be predicted,
with an AUC of 0.56.

Sarcasm detection is an active research area, and
sarcasm-labeled datasets are being introduced. Our
study forms a stepping stone towards systematic eval-
uation of quality of these datasets annotated by non-
native annotators, and can be extended to other culture
combinations.
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